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ABSTRACT
Autonomous rover operation plays a key role in planetary exploration missions. Rover
systems require more and more autonomous capabilities to improve efficiency and
robustness. Rover mobility is one of the critical components that can directly affect
mission success. Knowledge of the physical properties of the terrain surrounding a
planetary exploration rover can be used to allow a rover system to fully exploit its
mobility capabilities.
Here a study of multi-sensor terrain classification for planetary rovers in Mars and
Mars-like environments is presented. Supervised classification algorithms for color,
texture, and range features are presented based on mixture of Gaussians modeling. Two
techniques for merging the results of these "low level" classifiers are presented that rely
on Bayesian fusion and meta-classifier fusion.
The performances of these algorithms are studied using images from NASA's Mars
Exploration Rover mission and through experiments on a four-wheeled test-bed rover
operating in Mars-analog terrain. It is shown that accurate terrain classification can be
achieved via classifier fusion from visual features.
Thesis Supervisor: Karl lagnemma
Title: Principal Research Scientist
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
One of the major recent developments in planetary rover technology is increasing
autonomy. Future missions will require higher degrees of autonomy, since autonomous
operation plays a key role in mission success and efficiency. Navigating vehicles
autonomously allows faster command execution cycles and therefore allows effective use
of limited system lifetimes (Brooks, 2004).
During the operation of the Sojourner rover, high-level rover control was
performed in an open loop fashion: operator commands such as "Move straight 5 feet"
were executed by monitoring the wheel rotation based on encoder count. After command
execution, the rover was asked to send back images of the environment which were used
by the operators to evaluate if the rover had moved as requested. Due to low data
transmission rates, this control methodology required long execution periods and is
inefficient for long-term mission performance.
The latest MER mission, on the other hand, has utilized a moderate amount of
autonomy, employing path planning algorithms and visual odometry (Biesiadecki and
Maimone; 2006). With the availability of such tools, operators have performed high-level
control by pointing at a target in the local map and expecting the rover to reach the
desired point in a reasonable period of time. This means rovers are capable of detecting
geometric obstacles like large rocks or steep slopes, avoiding obstacles through local
planning algorithms, and visually assessing their positions relative to the target so that
they do not have to rely solely on encoder odometry for position estimation.
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Although MER navigation algorithms have performed relatively well, there were
several incidents that caused Opportunity to become immobilized for several sols. On
April 29, 2005 and on May 30, 2006 Opportunity became trapped in loose drift material
(NASA/JPL). It has been observed that although the environment was geometrically
benign (i.e. flat), the highly deformable nature of the terrain made this region
untraversable. Researchers have shown that terrain physical properties can strongly
influence rover mobility, particularly in deformable and sloped terrain (Iagnemma and
Dubowsky, 2002).
Scientific goals of future Mars missions include investigating surface geology,
climate history, and potential for past and present life. Possible targets of scientific
interest are highly rough terrains such as impact craters, rifted basins, and gullies and
outflow channels (Urquhart and Gulick, 2003). Such regions are often uneven, sloped and
covered with loose drift material causing rover slippage and sinkage.
As a result, the ability to detect and estimate terrain physical properties would
allow a rover to intelligently predict its mobility performance and thus autonomously
avoid potential obstacles and terrain regions that are likely to be non-traversable. These
abilities would also let a robotic system adapt its control strategies for higher mobility
performance. Thus, to ensure rover safety and robust navigation, there is a need to
distinguish surrounding terrain types by means of on-board rover sensing elements.
1.2 Purpose
The purpose of this thesis is to present a study of vision-based terrain classification for
planetary exploration rovers in Mars and Mars-like environments. These vision-based
10
algorithms can provide crucial information about terrain in front of the rover that can be
used to improve performance and robustness of path planning and navigation algorithms.
This work presents several low level classifiers and classifier fusion methods. The
low level classifiers are based on Maximum Likelihood Estimation and employ color,
texture, and geometric features of the terrain. Their outputs are combined in classifier
fusion algorithms. Two techniques for merging the information from these three low
level classifiers are presented.
The performance of these algorithms is evaluated using images from NASA's
Mars Exploration Rovers mission and through experiments on a four-wheeled test-bed
rover operating on Mars-like terrain. These results demonstrate that accurate
classification of the distant terrain can be achieved via fusion of vision-based classifiers.
1.3 Background and Related Work
Methods that employ remote sensor features such as color, texture, and range have been
proposed for robot perception in the context of unmanned ground vehicles operating in
outdoor environments on Earth (Ramussen, 2001; Kelly et al, 2004; Manduchi et al,
2005). However, few of the methods focus specifically on terrain classification. Common
problems that are addressed are obstacle detection for off-road navigation, autonomous
science target detection for planetary surfaces, and road detection in unstructured
environments (Dima et al, 2003; Castano et al; 2005).
Color-based classification is attractive for terrestrial applications since many
major terrain types (i.e. soil, vegetation, rocks) possess distinct color signatures.
Therefore, numerous researchers have proposed accurate and computationally
inexpensive color-based methods for classification and segmentation of natural terrain. It
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is also relevant for planetary exploration rovers since multi-spectral imagers are an
integral part of rover sensor suites (Squyres, et al., 2003). However, it should be noted
that planetary surfaces present difficult challenges for classification since scenes are often
near-monochromatic due to the fact that terrain surface cover consists mainly of sand of
varying composition and rocks of diverse shapes and concentration.
In (Manduchi, 2005), a color-based method was presented to classify terrain cover
based on mixture of Gaussians modeling. In this thesis, a similar classifier structure will
be applied to color and other visual features. Details are presented in Section 2.2.
Manduchi also proposed methods for illumination compensation to integrate with a
mixture of Gaussians-based classification framework (Manduchi, 2004).
Kelly (2004) demonstrated the effectiveness of multi-spectral imaging,
specifically at the near-infrared [NIR] range. In his work, red channel reflectance and
NIR reflectance were used as color features to distinguish vegetation and soil in outdoor
scenes. It was shown that the spectral absorption properties of chlorophyll provide a
unique characteristic for vegetation and thus accurate color-based classification was
possible.
Although red, green and blue color channels are common for most color-based
applications, some researchers employ alternative color spaces such as LUV, which
represents the colors according to their luminance [L] and chrominance [U, V] (Dima, et
al., 2004). Distribution statistics of the color features over ground patches were included
in the classification feature space as well and accurate classifier performance was
demonstrated.
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Image texture is a widely used feature for object recognition and image
segmentation applications. In the context of terrain classification, texture-based
classification is often employed to analyze aerial or satellite imaging (Jolly and Gupta,
1996). These applications mostly aimed for detection of farmland and forest areas as well
as residential regions.
In the context of robot vision and recognition, Ramussen (2001) used Gabor
filters to detect "denseness" of textured surfaces to distinguish roads from surrounding
vegetation. Again, unique properties of vegetation (in the form of large color variance
and scattered spatial structure) allow robust performance of texture-based classification.
Other researchers have proposed methods to quantify texture information such as
the Fast Fourier Transform (Dima, et al., 2004). In (Manduchi and Portilla, 1999)
Independent Component Analysis was utilized for feature representation of images that
had been convolved with filterbanks. Although texture-based methods are often
computationally expensive, they have been shown to be effective at segmenting natural
scenes.
Geometric features derived from range data acquired through stereo cameras or
range finders have been used extensively for terrain classification and/or obstacle
detection. Note, however, that such methods lack the ability to detect non-geometric
hazards or identify terrain classes that do not possess geometric variation. Results of
these methods are often binary maps that define terrain as either traversable or non-
traversable (Goldberg et al., 2002).
One of the state-of-the-art range-based obstacle detection algorithms was
presented in (Bellutta, 2000; Manduchi, 2005). These algorithms exploit the elevation
13
data in a stereo point cloud and were able to detect positive and negative geometric
obstacles. Manduchi (2005) also presented a LIDAR-based method for detecting
obstacles that were occluded by vegetation and not visible by stereo cameras.
Vandapel (2004) defined a new set of features to represent 3D data points using
their statistical distributions in space. The focus of this work was again classifying
terrestrial outdoor scenes, specifically distinguishing flat road surfaces, tall structures
such as tree trunks and telephone poles, as well as scattered tree leaves and thin linear
elements like telephone wires. These features are used to verify certain assumptions made
in this thesis and are detailed in Section 2.5.2.
Avedisyan (2004) presented a unique approach for detecting hazardous regions in
a scene. The proposed method was designed for far-field navigation and employed color
and texture features to detect discontinuities and anomalies in the scene. It utilized stereo
processing to identify image range and the intersection of equidistant curves which
pointed to anomalies on the ground plane caused by large negative obstacles.
Besides analyzing visual features individually, some researchers have proposed
combining these different modes of information to improve classification results. The
most common approach is data fusion which essentially combines all available features to
generate a single "super" feature vector. However, none of these applications directly
concentrated on terrain classification, but rather focused on road detection (Ramussen,
2001; Dima, et al., 2003) or science target detection for planetary rovers (Gor, et al.,
2001; Castano, et al., 2005; Thompson et al., 2005; McGuire, et al., 2005).
In summary, most remote sensing techniques developed for robot perception has
primarily focused on terrestrial applications where the visual features possess a wide
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variance and allow robust classification. Planetary surfaces, in the contrary, have less
variance in terms of observed visual features. Also, the main goal of previous research
has often focused on detecting roads or obstacles where the object of interest presents
high contrast with the rest of the scene.
1.4 Outline
This thesis has five chapters followed by four appendices. This chapter is the
introduction, summarizing the motivation behind this research and explaining its purpose.
Related research is also described.
Chapter 2 describes the Mixture of Gaussians [MoG] -based Maximum
Likelihood classifier model, which is the standard architecture for all classifiers studied
in this thesis (except for the Bayesian fusion presented in Section 3.2). Low level
classifiers based on color, texture, and range, and feature selection/extraction methods for
these classifiers are also explained in this chapter.
Chapter 3 describes the classifier fusion and data fusion methods. Bayesian fusion
is the first classifier fusion method that assumes independence of visual features. Meta-
classifier fusion has a similar structure to the low level classifiers, but utilizes low level
classification confidences instead of visual features. Data fusion is presented for baseline
comparison which requires combining all available visual features for classification.
Chapter 4 is the results section. The low and high level classification algorithms
were tested on two different data sets: One data set was compiled from MER imagery and
another is from rover experiments conducted at Wingaersheek Beach outside Boston.
This chapter describes the experimental results and discusses classifier performances.
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Chapter 5 is the conclusion of this thesis which discusses the contributions of this
research and possible extensions for future work.
Background material and equipment descriptions are presented in the appendices.
Appendix A presents details of the Expectation Maximization [EM] algorithm, the
method used for off-line learning of classifier parameters. Appendix B explains the
Wavelet Transform, which was used in the texture feature extraction algorithm.
Appendix C contains details about the MER image set. It also summarizes how to access
the image database, interpret PDS labels and access stereo data. Appendix D describes
the FSRL Technology Test-bed Rover, TORTOISE, which was used to collect
experimental data.
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Chapter 2: Low LEVEL CLASSIFIERS
2.1 Introduction
In this thesis, low level classifiers refer to classification methods that rely solely on a
single visual feature type. The features that are used in this work are color, texture, and
range (i.e. geometric properties of terrain). Some of these visual features are directly
available from raw sensor signals, whereas other features require preprocessing before
being fed to the classifier. However for all sensing modes, a forward-looking color stereo
pair is sufficient to capture the raw data.
In unstructured environments such as Mars, unique visual features provide unique
pieces of information about a scene. However, none of these visual features are alone
sufficient for robust classification. These scenes include rock formations that are buried
or partially covered with drift material, and sandy plains that are accumulated to form
dunes or lie flat between closely scattered discrete rocks. As explained in Section 1.3,
classifiers utilizing visual features individually have been studied extensively for terrain
classification in relatively structured tasks such as road detection or geometric obstacle
detection.
Section 2.2 describes the Mixture of Gaussians-based [MoG] modeling and
classification algorithm. The color-based classification approach is described in Section
2.3, the texture-based classification approach is described in Section 2.4, and the range-
based classification approach is described in Section 2.5.
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2.2 Mixture of Gaussians Classifier
A Mixture of Gaussians-based classification structure forms a basis for all the low
level classifiers discussed in this thesis. This classifier is implemented as a framework
that models a feature's probability density function as a mixture of several Gaussian
functions. In this framework, the likelihood of the observed features, y, given the terrain
class, xi, is computed as a weighted sum of K number of Gaussian distributions (Bishop,
1995) as seen in Equation 1.
K
f (y xi )= akG(y,k, Ek) (
k
Here ak is the weighting coefficient of the k'n component, and G is a Gaussian distribution
in a d - dimensional space with mean p and covariance Z:
G(y,,Y)= 1 e 2 (2)
Mixture of Gaussians classification consists of the following two steps: 1) off-line
training, 2) on-line classification. These will be described in Section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2,
respectively. The flowchart for this algorithm is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Training Image Set Classification Image
Feature Extraction Feature Extraction
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Model Parameters Etmto
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rrain LabeTe
Figure 2.1: Mixture of Gaussians classifier structure
2.2.1 Off-line Training for Mixture of Gaussians Classifier
During off-line training, parameters of a features' probability distribution model
describing each terrain class are computed separately. For this computation, training
algorithm requires representative data for each class. For example, when training the
"rock" class model, data points labeled as "rock" are positive data points and data points
labeled as "sand" or "mixed" are negative data points.)
During this off-line process, the expectation maximization [EM] algorithm is used
to estimate model parameters such as a, p, and 2. Besides the training data, this algorithm
requires initial conditions for the parameters to be estimated. Initial conditions for the
mean vectors, pi, are initialized by clustering the training data into K clusters using a K-
means algorithm (Manduchi et al, 2005). The other initial conditions are chosen as:
a. = -
K (3)
-i = dxd
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Selection ofpositive data points
Jr
Expectation Maximization for
model parameter estimation
for every known terrain class
r-
Here, d is the dimension of the feature space and K, the number of Gaussian modes, must
be predefined. Although methods exist for estimating K for optimal model fitting based
on Monte Carlo Cross Validation (Smyth, 1996), they are computationally intensive. In
this work, K is tuned based on empirical analysis. Similar to Manduchi (2005),
reasonable results have been obtained with three to five Gaussians. Using a greater
number of modes often causes over-fitting and classifier performance evolves as shown
in Figure 2.2. In this case, increasing model complexity to yield improved fitting to
training data would not necessarily yield the best representation of real (i.e. test) data.
The result of the EM algorithm is a set of Mixture of Gaussians model parameters
based on the training data and initial conditions. Details of the EM algorithm are included
in Appendix A.
Model Complexity
Figure 2.2: Over-fitting regime for model based classifiers
2.2.2 On-line Classification
Given the Mixture of Gaussians model parameters related to a visual feature of a terrain
class, the online classification process is a simple matter of plugging in these feature
vectors to the distribution model and computing its likelihood of belonging to a particular
class. The final classifier outputs are class labels assigned according to the Maximum
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Likelihood [ML] criteria (Equation 4) and the conditional likelihood of the assigned
class. Note that it is also possible to assume terrain class priors are equally likely and use
the Maximum a posteriori [MAP] classifier (Equations 5-6).
x = arg max(f(y I x,)) (4)
P(x I y)= P(x)f(y IX)
P(x,)f (y I x,) .P~x~f Y IX); i = 1,..,n -> P(x,)=
f(y) n
x= arg max(P(x, I y)) (6)
Xi
2.3 Color-based Classifier
Color is one of the major distinguishing characteristics of many terrain types. Although
perceived color is a function of illumination and is affected by various physical factors
such as shadowing and reflectance, color-based classification has been used to accurately
identify natural terrain (Belluta et al., 2000; Manduchi et al., 2005). However, it should
be noted that the color distribution on many planetary surfaces, including Mars, is
somewhat limited. Specifically, the lack of moisture on Mars not only limits the possible
classifiable terrain classes but also narrows the color variation of distinct terrain types.
Figure 2.3 shows a sample Mars scene where two major Mars terrain classes, rock
and sand, are imaged at close range at various wavelengths. A large rock lies at the center
of the scene. The rest of the scene shows drift material surrounding the rock. These series
of images show how these two physically dissimilar terrain classes could appear similar
through remote sensing and thus underlines the fact that Mars scenes are nearly
monochromatic. Also note that the circular marks on the center of the rock are results of
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the Rock Abrasion Tool [RAT] on the Mars Exploration Rover, which removes the dust
coating on the rock and thus reveals the actual color of the rock. It can be seen that drift
material cover on the Martian surface can drastically degrade the performance of color
based classifiers.
Figure 2.3: Sample scene from different filters (NASA/JPL, 2006)
In this work red, green and blue channel intensity values are selected to form a 3-
dimensional feature vector for every image pixel. Construction of this feature vector for
MER imagery is complicated by the nature of the rover imaging system and is explained
in Section 4.2.2.
2.4 Texture-based Classifier
Another visual feature studied in this thesis is image texture. Image texture is a measure
of spatial variation in intensity and is often used to detect structural, roughness or
regularity differences in an image (Rajpoot, 2004). For images of natural scenes, different
spatial irregularities exist at different scales. For example, the "grass" terrain class can
present diverse textural appearances when observed at different distances, as seen in
Figure 2.4. In this thesis, the texture length scale of interest is on the order of tens of
centimeters. This scale allows observation of terrain surfaces in the range of four to thirty
meters, which correspond to the range of interest for local navigation planning (Goldberg,
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et al., 2002). Figure 2.5 shows an example of the texture signatures to be distinguished in
a sample Mars scene.
Figure 2.4: Grass terrain class at different scales
Methods for quantifying texture information have been studied extensively in the
computer graphics and machine vision literature. These include methods such as model
based techniques, statistical techniques like co-occurrence, and filtering approaches that
employ Gabor or wavelet filters (Reed & Du Buf, 1993; Randen & Husoy, 1999). In this
work, a wavelet-based fractal dimension method is employed that yields robust results in
natural texture segmentation, as demonstrated by (Espinal, et al., 1998).
Figure 2.5: Sample textures for Mars terrain
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2.4.1 Wavelet Transform for Feature Extraction
In texture-based classification, the wavelet transform is applied to continuous signals to
decompose them into a family of functions which are generated from a "mother" wavelet.
In the case of discrete wavelength transforms, the purpose is to compute the wavelet
coefficients. This computation is similar to passing the signal from low and high pass
filters and down-sampling with a factor of two (Mojsiliovic, 2000). Details on wavelet
transforms are included in Appendix B.
The 2-dimensional wavelet transform is achieved by simply applying one-
dimensional transforms in abscissa and ordinate directions, which yields a lower
resolution sub-image (LLx) along with three wavelet coefficient images (HLx, LHx, and
HHx). Additional levels of decomposition are computed by further transforming the sub-
image. Figure 2.6 illustrates the wavelet transformation step-by-step. Low pass and high
pass filters are first applied to an 2n x 2n sized image in the horizontal direction to yield
two sections of size 2n x n. Then these same filters are applied on the resulting images in
the vertical direction which generats four sections of size n x n . The upper left quadrant
is then the result of two low pass filters and is called LLl, which will be used for the next
level of transformation.
24
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Figure 2.6: 2D Wavelet transform
The wavelet coefficients of every transformation level are used to extract the
directional texture component for a scene. This method assumes that the texture in the
scene is present in the high frequency components and thus high-pass filters preserve the
texture information. Therefore, the upper right quadrant (HLI) contains horizontal
components of the texture signature. Similarly, the lower right quadrant (HH1) contains
diagonal components, and the lower left quadrant (LH1) contains vertical components.
The same structure follows for the second and third levels of transformation. Note,
however, that frequency bands for each higher transformation level are distinct and thus
multi-level transformation allows detection of different spatial frequency components at
different scales.
After transformation, the texture signature of every pixel is extracted for three
dimensions. For every pixel, a directional feature coefficient is computed by averaging
the amplitudes of wavelet coefficients in a predefined neighborhood. Every
transformation level utilizes a different neighborhood window that scales with the
transformation level. This feature extraction method yields the HDV (Horizontal,
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Diagonal, and Vertical) feature space. A 3-dimensional feature vector is generated for
every pixel.
In this thesis, a Haar wavelength kernel is used for wavelet transformation with
coefficients [1 -1] for high pass filters and [1 1] for low pass filters. The images are
decomposed into 3 frequency levels, and neighborhood windows of 11, 9, and 7 pixels
are used for 1', 2 d, and 3rd transformation levels, respectively.
2.4.2 Texture Dependence on Distance
It is trivial for human beings to observe the effect of distance variation on visual texture.
Essentially, increasing distance results in a decrease in the observable level of texture
detail on a surface. Therefore, the variation in the texture metric described above as a
function of distance was studied. As noted above, the MER images normally span
distances from four to thirty meters, and observed features vary for a given terrain class.
In this analysis, the change in a texture feature vector coefficients as a function of
distance was analyzed for various terrain classes. Numerical values of the HDV
components of the texture feature normally take values in the range of [0 1], and since
this texture metric can be viewed as a measure of roughness, a value of 0 represents a
smooth surface.
It was observed that the coefficients in all three directions tend to diminish with
increasing distance. In other words, terrain surfaces appeared smoother as the distance to
the observed surfaces increased. The only exception was observed in the sand class. Here,
it is hypothesized that the deformability of this terrain type causes intensity variations to
be observed at lower spatial frequencies.
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Table 2-1 presents the bounds in the HDV space in which the feature points were
distributed. When similar analyses were performed on "rough' and "smooth" classes of
MER imagery, it was observed that the coefficients of the "rough" class decreased as
observation range increased. On the other hand, the average values of the feature vectors
for the terrain patches were still clearly clustered in the HDV space, suggesting that
texture may still be valuable for classification at long ranges.
Table 2-1: Bounding box borders for texture features as a function of distance in the HDV space
TerrainClras Observation DistanceClasses
Less than I m I mto4m 4m to 10 m
Grass [0.83 0.51 0.84]' [0.61 0.38 0.60]f [0.18 0.22 0.49]'
Gravel [0.64 0.33 0.42]' [0.53 0.48 0.56]' [0.45 0.31 0.36]'
Sand [0.51 0.39 0.15]' [0.49 0.37 0.14]' [0.62 0.69 0.34]'
2.5 Range-based Classification
Range-based classification analyzes the terrain surface geometry information to
distinguish between terrain classes that have distinct geometric properties. Unlike many
obstacle detection algorithms that utilize elevation points, the range-based classifier in
this work is designed to discriminate physical terrain classes according to their
appearances in 3-dimensional space. Simply, the appearances are discriminated by the
slope of a given terrain patch and the maximum step height. This feature selection is
based on the observation that on the Mars surfaces, rocky terrain (in the form of either
outcrop or large scattered rocks) projects from the ground plane while sandy terrain
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generally lies parallel to the ground plane. For accumulated cohesionless drift material,
the slope cannot be greater than its angle of repose, while rocky terain has no such limit.
Figure 2.7 shows a typical Mars scene. The scene is composed of gently sloping
sand in the foreground with a large outcrop in the mid range and scattered rocks mixed
with sand in the background. There is also small patch of mixed terrain in the bottom
right corner.
., $z-7 v
Figure 2.7: Sample Mars scene
2.5.1 Feature Selection
In this work, range data was acquired through stereo processing to yield a point cloud in
Cartesian space. A sample elevation map for the scene in Figure 2.7 is seen in Figure 2.8.
Range features are constructed from the normal vector of best-fit surfaces to 20 cm by 20
cm grid patches. The size of the grid patches was empirically selected to be equal to the
rover wheel diameter in order to capture the minimum-sized terrain area that might
significantly affect a rover's mobility. The surface fit representation of the terrain can be
considered as a discrete approximation to the terrain cover. Note that this feature
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detection method was not trying to estimate the actual ground plane, but instead
computes the slope and step height of the local patches.
Figure 2.8: Elevation map for the scene in Figure 2.7
Computation of the feature vector for the terrain patches was performed as follows. For
every grid patch, least squares estimation was used to compute the best fit surface to the
point cloud. The equation of a planar surface in 3-dimensional Cartesian space is given
as:
Aix+ A2 y+ A3 z+A 4 =0 (7)
Assuming A4 # 0 which means the terrain cover is not strictly on the xy-plane of the
fixed world frame) gives:
(8)Ax+A2y+A 3z= -1
Therefore the parameters to estimate are:
o o t s2 m a
They are also the components of the surface normal and the observations are
(9)
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= x y Z c- R" n(10)
Equation 8 can be rewritten as a combination of Equations 9 and 10:
TTO=Y=[: eR"' (11)
Here n is the number of data points in a particular grid patch. A least squares estimation
algorithm computes the coordinates of the surface normal as:
0 (-_pp T)' py (12)
Then the feature vector for a grid patch is constructed as:
a tan@(
A2
V=[;]= a tan A3 J (13)
z A 2 +22
IZmax Zn min
Here, the first two components are the azimuth and inclination angles of the surface
normal vector as seen in Figure 2.9, while the third component is the step height within
the grid.
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Figure 2.9: Range features from surface normal
2.5.2 Alternative Range Features
A feature extraction method has been presented by Vandapel (2004) for analyzing range
data of natural scenes. In this approach, the covariance of the data points in a point cloud
is used to estimate the 3-dimensional structure. These so-called "Vandapel - Hebert
features" represent the "point-ness", "curve-ness", and "surface-ness" of a point cloud
through the eigenvalues of the symmetric covariance matrix given as
M~x3- I (( _ j)T VT _ip)(14)
N
Here N is the number of data points in the region of interest and
p = I IV(15)N
Vandapel (2004) claims that the eigenvalues are approximately equal (XO - X, - k?) for
scattered points resulting from vegetation, one eigenvalue is much smaller than the others
(, X1 >> ) for linear structures like tree trunks; and one eigenvalue is much larger than
the others (X >> X1, X2) for planar structures, where the principal direction indicates the
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direction of the surface normal. Therefore, the feature vector based on "Vandapel-Hebert
features" is constructed as:
point - ness i ~ 1
curve-ness = An-A (16)
surface 
-ness 
-4j
The primary assumption of the feature selection method presented in Section
2.5.1 is that the terrain is dominated by planar surfaces. When Vandapel - Hebert
features were applied to Mars scenes with a fixed 20 cm by 20 cm support region, it was
observed that "surface-ness" feature was dominant and hence the planar assumption for
the terrain features appears justified.
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Chapter 3: HIGH LEVEL CLASSIFIERS
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, two classifier fusion techniques are presented as tools for merging low
level classifier results. Classifier fusion is designed to utilize low level classifier results as
inputs and yield improved class decisions. The purpose of this fusion approach is to
compensate for the weaknesses of each individual classifier and thus produce a more
accurate and robust terrain map. For baseline comparison, a data fusion method is also
presented.
3.1.1 Motivation for Fusion Algorithm
Low level classifiers can yield poor results when applied individually in certain problem
domains. For example, color is sensitive to illumination effects; therefore wide lighting
variations can give rise to poor color classification performance. Similarly, texture
feature characteristics vary with distance, as presented in Section 2.4.2. Therefore, a
texture-based classifier often cannot perform equally robustly for a scene with widely
varying range properties. Range-based classification is also highly dependent on accurate
stereo processing, as it requires accurate and dense stereo data for good performance.
Also range-based classification sometimes results in misclassification due to geometric
similarities between certain terrain shapes. For example, steep sandy slopes can be
confused with large rock obstacles by range-based classifiers.
To apply classifier fusion, distinct data types that are to be merged must have the
same resolution. In other words, color- and texture-based data should be represented in a
patch-wise form to be combined with range-based data, due to the fact that range-based
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data is inherently spatial (i.e. range features are defined over a region rather than at a
point or pixel, and therefore range-based classification cannot be performed in a pixel-
wise manner.). For the following two classifier fusion methods, the necessary patch-wise
conversion is applied to the outputs of low level classifiers by averaging the classifier
confidences over the pixels in the patch.
iN =Ppatch (Xi IYj) ZPk (Xi I 1 ) (17)
Nk=1
Here, the likelihood of a patch belonging to class xi given the visual features y; is the
average likelihood over N pixels within that patch. For the data fusion, a conversion is
applied at the data level; therefore, RGB and HDV values are averaged to assign a single
feature value for a terrain patch.
3.2 Bayesian Fusion
Bayesian classifier fusion has been proposed for classification of natural scenes with
promising results (Manduchi, 1999; Shi and Manduchi, 2003). It is a simple approach to
merge the results of probabilistic classifiers assuming that the visual features are
conditionally independent. This fusion method ignores the class assignment decision
made by low level classifiers and operates only on the computed class likelihoods.
Bayesian Fusion can be represented by this relation:
j=n
P(x Iy,...,y")=JP(xIy ) (18)
j=1
Here the probability of a patch belonging to class xi given all visual features { yi ... yn } is
the product of probabilities observed via individual visual features. Then, the class
assignment decision is based on maximum a posteriori as given in Equation 6.
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However, the above formulation implicitly requires that all classifiers function in
the same class space. When the set {xi} is not identical for all classifiers, Equation 18 is
no longer valid and the merged model is defined as:
P(Zk 1I y,..,.2) -- P E i I7 Y ) (19)
ij
Here set [zk} is the new class space after fusion. Since the new class space is
formed by the Cartesian product of the low level classifier spaces, the fusion model ends
up having a large number of non-physical terrain classes. Although previous researchers
addressed this problem with a dimensionality reduction algorithm (Manduchi 1999), this
method did not exploit physical class knowledge that could be inherited from supervised
classifiers.
Color Data Texture Data Geometric Data
Pixel-wise Pixel-wise Patcl
Color-based Classifier Texture-based Classifier Range-base
Pixel to Patch
Conversion
Bayesian Fusion
S(Cartesian product of :o
low level classifier results)
Manual Class Grouping
i-wise
d Classifier
Maximum a posteriori
likelihood class assignment
Figure 3.1: Flowchart for Bayesian Fusion approach
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In his algorithm, Manduchi (1999) defined a metric called descriptiveness, which
was a measure of information that a class model has for the segmented image. A
dimensionality reduction algorithm merged the two least descriptive classes and
continued iteration until a sufficient number of classes remained. This algorithm was
presented for merging a supervised color classifier and an unsupervised texture classifier.
However, all the low level classifiers defined in Section 2 are supervised classifiers. In
this work, the fusion class space was manually grouped into a lower dimensional space of
physically meaningful terrain classes based on physical class knowledge.
3.3 Meta-Classifier Fusion
The second classifier fusion method studied in this work is meta-classifier fusion. It
utilizes the low level classifiers' outputs as "fusion features" to train a higher-level
classifier. As illustrated in Figure 3.2, meta-classifier fusion is a patch-wise classifier and
requires the construction of a new feature space based on the outputs of low level
classifiers. Specifically, the combined feature is composed of the continuous class
likelihood outputs of the low level classifiers. Equation 20 shows the output of a low
level classifier and Equation 21 describes how multiple low level classifier outputs are
combined as a single vector.
[P(x1 I yY)~
[low -level output] =P[y]= ; LP(xIy)=l (20)
_P(xk 1 Y )_
[k-I[1Y1I
[fusion feature] = (21)
_Pk_, [Yn]_
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Here y; is the index for a low level classifier corresponding to an observable feature, and
k is the total number of detectable classes for the low level classifier yi. For instance, x
low level classifiers with y detectable classes each generate x*(y-])-dimensional feature
vectors for the fusion level. In this work, for MER data, low level classifiers had two
detectable classes, and the fusion vector was 3-dimensional. For other experimental data,
this color-based classifier had 3 detectable classes while the other classifiers had two
classes, thus a 4-dimensional feature vector was generated for meta-classifier fusion.
Color Data] Texture Data Geometric Data
Pixel-wise Pixel-wise Patch-wise
Color-based Classifier Texture-based Classifier Range-based Classifier
Pixel to Patch
Conversion
Patch-wise
S Combined Feature
Construction
Multi-Classifier Fusion
Figure 3.2: Flowchart for meta-classifier fusion approach
After the feature extraction process described above, meta-classifier fusion
classifies the feature vectors into class labels. This classification utilizes the same
Mixture of Gaussians classifier structure described in Section 2.2. Here, however, the
mixture model describes the distribution of the low level classifier responses of a terrain
patch.
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3.4 Data Fusion
Data fusion was used as a baseline to compare the performances of the classifier fusion
methods. This approach combines features from different sensing modes into a single
feature vector and performs classification in this (high dimensional) feature space. In this
thesis, the data fusion feature vector was constructed by appending the RGB vector of the
color data, the HDV vector of the texture data, and the three-dimensional range vector.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the algorithm structure.
Color Data Texture Data Geometric Data
Pixel to Patch
Conversion
Patch-wise
Combined Feature
Construction
Data Fusion Classifier
Figure 3.3: Flowchart data fusion approach
As described in Section 3.1.1, pixel-wise features of color and texture data are
converted to patch-wise features since geometric data cannot be represented in a pixel-
wise manner. For grid patches with N pixels, a patch-wise feature is computed as the
mean vector:
c= G t= D
-B - Y (22)
IN iN
C N 3 t=- t)N iN i(23)
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Here c and t represent the patch-wise color and texture feature vectors, respectively. Then
the data fusion vector becomes:
[Data fusion vector] = [a 8 Z- G B H D Vr (24)
A drawback of this approach and a motivation to investigate other fusion methods
is that the statistical properties of different sensing modes are not consistent, and
modeling the variance in a high dimensional feature space, even with higher number of
Gaussian components, will likely not result in accurate approximations.
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Chapter 4: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 Introduction
The performances of the classifiers described in Chapters 2 and 3 were tested on two
different image test sets. The first test set consists of images from NASA's Mars
Exploration Rovers mission. High-resolution multi-spectral panoramic camera images
were used to verify algorithm performances on Mars surface scenes. The second set of
images was collected through a four-wheeled test-bed rover in an outdoor Mars-like
environment. Detailed information on these images and performance analyses of the
classifiers on these two sets are presented in this chapter.
4.2 MER Imagery
The performance of the low level classifiers and the fusion methods were studied on
publicly available images from the MER mission's Spirit and Opportunity rovers. Fifty
representative images were selected from the Mars Analysts' Notebook Database (2006);
details about the image sources are given in Appendix C. Ten images were used for
training of the supervised classifiers and the remaining forty images were used to
evaluate algorithm accuracy and computation time. A sample image is shown in Figure
2.7 and Figure 4.1.
For Mars surface scenes, three primary terrain types that are believed to posses
distinct traversability characteristics were defined: rocky terrain, composed of outcrop or
large rocks; sandy terrain, composed of loose drift material and possibly crusty material;
and mixed regions, composed of small loose rocks partially buried or lying atop of a layer
of sandy terrain. Examples of these terrains are shown in Figure 4.1
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Figure 4.1: Terrain classes for Mars
4.2.1 Ground Truth
Ground truth images are used to quantify classifier accuracy by comparing classifier class
assignments to the true class labels. They are also utilized for selecting representative
data points during training.
Ground truth images are generated by manually labeling the pixels in a given
image. However, since classifiers operate in both pixel-wise and patch-wise manners,
labeling image pixels is not sufficient. A patch-wise ground truth image was created
automatically by combining the manually labeled image (pixel-wise) with the range data
of the corresponding scene. Range data was used to assign each pixel to a patch, and
every patch was assigned to a class label according to the following rule:
rock if r/N>.25
mixed if (m+r)/N>.25
class label =< 2
unknown if u/N>.25
sand if none of the above
Here lower case letters r, m, and u represent the number of pixels in the patch labeled as
rock, mixed and unknown, respectively, and N is the total number of pixels. The order of
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the conditional checks in Equation 25 also represents the priority list for class
assignment.
Figure 4.2: Mars scene (left), hand labeled ground truth (middle), auto-generated patch-wise ground
truth (right). Black label represents rock class, white label represents sand class, light gray label
represents mixed class, and dark grey label represents unknown regions.
Figure 4.2 shows a sample Mars scene recorded from Spirit's left panoramic
camera, a corresponding hand-labeled ground truth image in the middle, and the right
image is the patch-wise ground truth image. Note that the left side of the patch-wise
ground truth image is labeled "unknown" since this part of the image is out of the field of
view of the stereo pair, and thus geometric properties are unobservable. In the results
presented here, portions of the images that did not yield stereo data were not classified
since they would not yield direct comparisons of color, texture, and range classifier
performance.
4.2.2 Color-based Classification
The MER panoramic camera pair has eight filters per camera, with the left filters
distributed mostly in the visible spectrum and the right camera filters located in the
infrared spectrum (with the exception of filter RI at 430 nm). For color feature
extraction, a combination of images from the left camera filters was used to generate a
near-true color image. The 4th filter (601 nn), 5t filter (535 nm), and 6 th filter (492 nm)
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intensities were chosen since they are near to the red, green, and blue wavelengths
respectively.
Figure 4.3: Sample color-based classification: Original scene (left), pixel-wise color classifier
(middle), conversion to patch-wise (right)
Figure 4.3 shows two representations of a result from the color-based classifier.
The left image is the original Mars scene while the middle image shows an example of
pixel-wise class assignment (i.e. each individual pixel was assigned to a class), and the
right image shows an example of patch-wise class assignment (i.e. each grid cell was
assigned to a class). It should be noted that for color-based classification, classes of
interest are "rock" and "sand" terrain classes. The "mixed" terrain class is not represented
since this class is essentially a mixture of "rock" and "sand" classes and does not have a
unique pixel-wise color signature.
In general, the color-based classification had difficulty distinguishing between
"rock" and "sand" classes due to the small variation of color information between the
classes. It was observed that most Mars scenes exhibit a uniform brownish-red tone,
where rocks generally appear darker than sandy plains. However, as mentioned
previously, color-based features are highly dependent on illumination, and therefore
when the scene exhibited bright or dark regions this method resulted in high error rates.
As presented in Figure 4.4, the color-based classifier produced results close to
expectation of random choice between two classes on average, 57%.
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Figure 4.4: Color-based classification results on MER imagery
Similar results were also obtained when classification was applied through a
single filter image only. As shown in Table 4-1, classification of images from the left eye
filters were studied individually, in order to detect the direction of highest variation in the
visible spectrum. It can be seen that there is little variation in all available filters which
did not allow accurate classification.
Table 4-1: Grayscale classification results for left eye filters
Filter # Accuracy (%)
L2 45
L3 46
L4 51
L5 46
L6 42
Using IR data for color-based classification
It is also possible to use right eye filters (which are out of the visible spectrum) for color-
based classification. As shown in Figure 4.5, classification results using right-eye filters
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have qualitatively different characteristics in terms of rock detection. Although overall
accuracy was close to the results obtained from classifying visible spectrum data, it was
observed that infrared data allows more robust results for dust-covered rock regions.
Although merging visible and infrared data seems to be a promising approach, current
MER data did not allow such fusion since a direct relation between left and right eye
images was not easily available. This relation, however, could potentially be extracted
through stereo processing.
4~4b
Figure 4.5: Original scene (left), Classification results: left eye filter combination (middle), right eye
filter combination (right). Black label represents rock and white label represents sand class.
To summarize, color-based classification, although it produces accurate results for
terrestrial applications, was not found to perform sufficiently robustly for Mars
environments even with a wide range of spectral data available. On the other hand,
potential future work lies in merging information from different wavelengths (including
from the thermal range) to improve color-based results.
4.2.3 Texture-based Classification
Texture feature extraction operates on a single intensity image. For MER imagery, the 2 nd
filter of the left camera (753 nm) was used. For texture classification, the classes of
interest are "smooth" and "rough" classes which correspond to sand and mixed terrain
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classes in the Mars scenes. The physical "rock" class presented both smooth and rough
surfaces, therefore it was not selected as a unique texture-based class.
SSmoothCJRough
- Unkown
Figure 4.6: Sample texture-based classification: Original scene (left), pixel-wise texture classifier
(middle), conversion to patch-wise (right)
Figure 4.6 shows two representations of the texture classifier. As in Figure 4.4,
the left image is the original scene while the middle image shows the pixel-wise classifier
result and the right image shows the patch-wise result.
The texture-based classifier performed better than the color classifier with an
average accuracy of 60%, as seen in Figure 4.7. This accuracy, however, is insufficient
for use as a stand-alone classifier in most applications. The major drawback of texture-
based classification was the range dependence described in Section 2.4.2: for images that
spanned large distances, texture-based classification did not produce robust results. In
particular for features at close range (i.e. 2 to 4 meters) this sensing mode exhibited very
poor results.
To overcome this problem, two methods for introducing distance as a part of
texture feature were studied. The simplest way to introduce a distance metric into texture
features was to augment the texture feature vector with the distance from the rover to the
feature position in Cartesian space. A more complicated method maintained the original
texture feature vector, but trained different classifiers for use in different ranges. These
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variations were found to result in 2%-4% performance improvement, and therefore
increasing the overall classifier complexity was considered undesirable.
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Figure 4.7: Texture-based classifier results on MER imagery
4.2.4 Range-based Classification
Range data was extracted by processing stereo pair images using the stereo libraries
developed at NASA/JPL (Ansar, et al., 2004). The stereo software supplied by JPL was
treated as a black box where inputs were the left and right image pair and corresponding
camera model parameters. Search window sizes and disparity ranges were defined. The
output of the package was a binary file with Cartesian coordinates of every pixel. Details
on the usage of the stereo software package, including parameter selection, are presented
in Appendix C.
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Figure 4.8: Sample range-based classification: Original scene (left), range-based classification (left)
Figure 4.8 shows a sample scene and classification results for the range-based
classifier. As explained in Section 2.5, range-based classification is possible only for a
portion of the image where range data exists. Classes of interest were "rock" and "sand"
terrain classes. Although range-based classification presented the highest mean accuracy
among low level classifiers with an average accuracy of 75% (see Figure 4.9), there were
certain terrain features that range data did not reliably classify. In particular, sloped sand
in the form of ridges and dunes were systematically confused with rock. In other areas,
low, flat outcrops were difficult to distinguish from surrounding sandy terrain.
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Figure 4.9: Range-based classification result on MER imagery
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4.2.5 Classifier Fusion Results
As described in Section 3.1, classifier fusion methods generate final class decisions based
on the low level classifier results. Here, image regions that possessed valid stereo data
were classified and the rest of the image was considered to be unknown. The color- and
range-based classifiers distinguish rock and sand terrain classes while the texture-based
classifier distinguishes the mixed class. Merging the results of these classifiers allows to
generation of a three class terrain map for the Mars scenes.
As discussed in Section 3.2, final class assignment for Bayesian fusion method
requires a manual grouping of the non-physical classes into physically meaningful
groups. This grouping in the case of MER imagery was formed as:
P(RIc,t,r)=P(RIc)*P(RIr)*P(SmIt) (26)
P(S Ic,t,r)= P(S Ic)* P(S i r)* P(SmIt) (27)
P(M Ic,t,r)=P(RIc)*P(RIr)*P(RoIt)+P(SIc)*P(SIr)*P(RoIt) (28)
Here R, S, M represents the final terrain classes "rock", "sand", and "mixed" respectively,
and c, t, r represents the observed visual features color, texture, and range respectively.
Ro and Sm refer to the texture-based classes of "rough" and "smooth".
These relations explicitly encode physical knowledge in the final class decisions.
Rocky terrain was generally observed to be darker than sandy or mixed terrain, with
pronounced vertical features, and often appeared relatively smooth. Low level classifier
outputs related to these attributes were thus mapped to the final "rock" terrain class.
Sandy terrain was generally observed to be smooth and low-lying relative to the ground
plane. Mixed terrain exhibited uneven geometric properties and very rough textural
properties at the scale of interest.
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Figure 4.10: Resulting images for fusion methods: Data fusion (left), Bayesian fusion (middle), meta-
classifier fusion (right). Black label represents rock class, white label represents sand class, light gray
label represents mixed class and dark gray label represents unknown regions.
Figure 4.10 shows sample resulting images for the same Mars scene shown in
Figure 4.3. Figure 4.11 shows ROC curves for each classifier, illustrating the accuracy of
the classifiers across a range of confidence thresholds. As described (in Sections 4.2.2,
4.2.3, and 4.2.4) previously, low level classifiers performed relatively poorly. The
numerical results for all the images are included in Table 4-2.
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Figure 4.11: ROC curve for classifier methods applied on MER Imagery
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The fusion methods improved overall classification performance in two ways.
First, classifier fusion yielded a more descriptive class set than any of the low level
classifiers (i.e. there were two detectable classes for each low level classifier but three for
each fusion result.). Second, classification accuracy increased for rock and sand class
assignments. It was observed that classifier fusion allowed the color- and range-based
classifiers to compensate for each other's weaknesses and resulted in a better
performance for detecting "rock" and "sand" classes.
Comparing classifier fusion methods, it was observed that Bayesian and meta-
classifier fusion performed more accurately than data fusion. This result was expected
due to the complexity of fitting a distribution in the high dimensional data fusion space.
However, meta-classifier fusion lacks the robustness of Bayesian fusion, likely due to an
insufficient amount of training data. Since meta-classifier is trained in the patch-wise
manner, the number of training points per image is in the order of tens, whereas pixel-
wise training employs at least thousand of data points per image. Therefore, it is expected
that meta-classifier fusion requires a higher number of training images to perform
comparably to Bayesian fusion.
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Table 4-2: Classifier results for MER imagery
Image # Low Level Classifier Accuracy (%) High Level Classifier Accuracy (%)
Color Texture Range Data F. Bayesian Meta-C.
34.4
49.6
48.6
46.2
39.1
27.8
35.1
47.3
64.0
36.2
48.2
47.5
39.6
69.7
57.8
69.6
58.2
80.7
62.2
53.3
67.7
63.5
80.4
81.9
27.9
43.1
82.8
58.4
61.1
81.3
64.1
49.5
71.6
75.0
54.4
74.0
65.8
69.0
60.7
40.5
60.2
68.2
36.7
78.9
72.5
81.8
70.2
73.8
70.2
48.8
45.9
57.4
52.6
57.2
58.4
21.3
77.5
80.5
65.5
50.8
58.2
71.0
84.1
91.1
71.8
58.5
47.8
59.8
53.2
38.7
70.3
33.3
65.7
50.1
48.0
58.0
73.0
82.9
52.4
39.4
77.9
71.4
25.0
71.7
47.8
74.2
82.4
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35.2
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34.8
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34.7
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50.1
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58.0
39.4
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42.8
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75.9
65.3
55.0
65.4
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Mean 57.2 60.9 75.5 38.0 64.7 60.0
Std. Dev. 15.6 15.6 21.2 17.8 15.5 13.3
4.3 Wingaersheek Beach Experiments
Additional experiments were performed using a four wheeled mobile robot developed at
MIT, named TORTOISE (all-Terrain Outdoor Rover Test-bed for Integrated Sensing
Experiments), shown in Figure 4.12. Details on TORTOISE and its sensor suite are
presented in Appendix D.
Figure 4.12: TORTOISE starting a multi-terrain traverse at Wingaersheek Beach
Experiments were performed at Wingaersheek Beach in Gloucester, MA. As seen
on Figure 4.13, this is an ocean-front environment that has regions dominated by large
rock outcrops and scattered rocks over sand. Neighboring areas exhibit sloped sand dunes
and sandy flats mixed with beach grass. Figure 4.14 shows a typical scene from the
experiment site. This scene shows a large rock in the foreground and scattered, partially
buried rocks in the mid range. Sand appears in grayish color while rock features vary
from gray to light brown and dark brown. This test site was chosen because of its visual
and topographical similarities to the Mars surface. For the following experiments, the
terrain classes of interest are "rock", "sand" and "beach grass".
Six days of experiments were conducted, with a total of approximately 50
traverses and a total distance traveled of 500 meters. Performances of the low and high
level classifiers were studied with the images recorded by TORTOISE. Results are shown
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in Figure 4.15 as a series of ROC curves. Note that the sand class line lies on the vertical
axis for the data fusion and Bayesian fusion plots.
Figure 4.13: Wingaersheek Beach, Transportation map from Boston (left), satellite image of
experiment site (right)
Figure 4.14: A scene from Wingaersheek Beach
Performance of the low level classifiers was relatively poor. Compared to
experiments on MER imagery, it was observed that the color classifier performance was
improved, no doubt due to the greater color variation present in an average beach scene.
Relatively poor results were observed from the geometry-based classifier. The reason for
this decrease in performance is likely due to poor accuracy and resolution of stereo-based
range data for these experiments relative to MER imagery data, which used state-of-the-
art JPL stereo processing software operating on high-quality images. This performance
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decline points to the sensitivity of range-based classification to data quality, and
strengthens the motivation for classifier fusion.
Among classifier fusion methods, Bayesian fusion was found to exhibit better
performance than meta-classifier fusion or data fusion. Meta-classifier fusion was biased
towards the "sand" class, resulting in poor accuracies for "rock" class assignments. Data
fusion yielded poor results for beach grass but relatively accurate results for other classes.
As with MER imagery, classifier fusion in general performed better than low level
classifiers by providing greater accuracies and more descriptive class assignment.
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Figure 4.15: ROC curves for classifiers methods applied on the Beach images
4.4 Extensions to Vision-based Classification
Classifier fusion approaches can be applied in two distinct scenarios. The first method is
when multiple distinct classifiers yield class assignments for a certain region. This
method has been presented earlier in this thesis. Here the low level classifiers' class
assignments for a terrain patch are merged to yield more robust results. A second
potential fusion scenario is when a single classifier produces multiple class assignments
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for a certain region. This second case occurs, for example, when a classifier generates
different results for the same terrain patch when viewed from different angles.
For the data set collected at Wingaersheek Beach, the rover captured images
while traversing a straight line, so successive images contain overlapping terrain regions.
If the observed features are subject to a change over time (such as from illumination and
shadowing) the class assignments at different times would be different, and thus a fusion
method may be necessary to produce consistent class decisions throughout the traverse.
4.4.1 Successive Frame Fusion
Classification results from successive, closely-spaced (spatially) images can potentially
be merged to generate more robust class estimates than those from a single frame. This
relies on accurate frame-to-frame spatial registration of images. Ideally, GPS or
algorithms such as visual odometry can be used for rover localization and position
registration. This problem is outside the scope of this thesis. Here experiments were
performed in which the rover traversed a straight line at constant velocity and the
captured images were time-stamped. Accurate registration was assumed through the use
of dead reckoning. This was practical due to the relatively short traverses in the beach
experiments used to study successive frame fusion. Using this approach, stereo data of
every frame is converted to the inertial frame from the rover-fixed frame via appropriate
rotation and translation matrices.
Three methods for successive frame fusion were investigated:
Majority Voting Here, a voting scheme merges the most recent classification
result with previous classifier decisions. At every time interval, classifier fusion assigns a
class label to every grid patch on the ground plane. This assignment is interpreted as a
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positive vote of that class for the given patch in that time interval, as shown in Equation
29, where w is the vote from the patch j for class Ci, and D;,, is the classifier decision at
time t. The terrain class with the maximum votes W (see Equation 30) is assigned as the
final class label at that time t. In the case of ties, the most recent class assignment is given
precedence. This method results in crisp terrain class labels and does not preserve class
likelihood information from the low level classifiers.
1-if D., =C,
w,(C)= ' ' C} (29)
' 0; if D ,1 Ci
T
Wi (C)= wit ,(C, (30)
t=O
Weighted Voting This approach is similar to majority voting in the sense that
class assignment decisions are based on voting. However, here votes are scaled based on
various properties. One weighting coefficient that was investigated was the distance of
the grid cell relative to the rover. As shown in Equation 31, a positive vote for a cell is
scaled by the distance (Xrover - xfeature). This method relies on the assumption that classifier
outputs derived from close-range cells are likely to be more accurate than those derived
from distant cells, since texture and range feature quality degrades as distance increases.
if Di = C,
W, (C = Xrover (t) - Xfeature (t) Jt } (31)
0 ; if D ,*C,
Another weighting method that was investigated was based on the class likelihood
output from the classifier fusion algorithm as shown in Equation 32, where P(Cily) is the
posterior probability of class Ci given the observed features, y. This method emphasizes
the confidence level of the class assignments.
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wi 1 (C) = P(Ci I0 ;
if
if
DitCd
Dj cJ (32)
Confidence Method This approach uses the total probability theorem assuming
that the class decisions at different time intervals are disjoint. Equation 34 computes the
combination of class decisions from different times, using the total probability theorem.
The first term represents the confidence of the classifier model on the observed feature,
resulting in higher weighting coefficients for the decisions that are based on well defined
features in the MoG model. The second term is the conditional likelihood of the terrain
class given the observation, the output of the MoG classifier at time t, as in Equation 33.
P(C I y) f(yIC,)P(C) (33)
f (Y y\C,)P(C, )
T
P(C1) = jP(Y,)P(Ci I y') (34)
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The performance of these algorithms was studied using five rover traverses from
the beach data set described above. For a single traverse, a series of images from the
TORTOISE mast-mounted stereo pair was recorded as the rover moved in a straight line
at constant speed. For these simple traverses, rover position estimation was highly
accurate and thus accurate spatial image registration was possible.
Figure 4.16 shows accuracy results of successive frame fusion during a single
experiment. Note that the figure shows the distance-based Weighted Voting algorithm.
Accuracies of every fifth image are plotted with respect to image number, which
corresponds to the time sequence of the traverse.
These results suggest that successive frame fusion decreases variation in the
average classifier accuracy, and thus yields improved robustness to environmental
changes. For example, toward the end of the traverse data presented here, TORTOISE's
view angle was modified by due a sharp negative pitch while traversing a rock and
classification performance decreased drastically. Successive frame fusion allowed the
inheritance of previously observed features to "smooth" classifier output, thereby
compensating partially for environment effects. Table 4-3 shows the average accuracy
and standard deviation for each classifier for full-frame classification
Table 4-3: Successive frame fusion statistics
Fusion Method Average Accuracy (%) Std. Deviation (%)
Static frames 49.3 21.3
Majority voting 51.3 11.5
Weighted voting 53.3 11.7
Confidence method 62.1 11.6
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4.5 Summary and Conclusions
Experimental analyses of low level classifier performances and classifier fusion methods
have been presented in this chapter. It has been shown that low level classifier
performance was not robust when applied to challenging outdoor settings such as
planetary surfaces. Classifier fusion methods show improvement over low level classifier
results in the form of more descriptive class assignments and improved accuracies.
Another scenario for classifier fusion was introduced to update class assignments
for terrain patches as new decisions become available from the terrain classifier. It has
been shown that merging class assignment information for a certain terrain patch from
different time intervals increases classification robustness, since inheriting previous
measurements decreases sensitivity to physical changes in the environment.
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Chapter 5: CONCLUSION
5.1 Contributions of This Thesis
Knowledge of the physical properties of terrain surrounding a planetary exploration rover
can be used to allow a rover system to fully exploit its mobility capabilities. The ability to
detect or estimate terrain physical properties would allow a rover to intelligently predict
its mobility performance and thereby autonomously avoid terrain regions that are
potentially non-traversable. Knowledge of terrain properties could also allow a system to
adapt its control and planning strategies to enhance performance, by maximizing wheel
traction or minimizing power consumption. Therefore, there is a need to identify terrain
classes and predict physical properties to achieve better rover performance. This thesis
has focused on utilizing remote sensing methods for detecting surrounding terrain classes
on planetary surfaces.
Low level classifiers were presented that utilize single visual features only. A
Mixture of Gaussians based classifier was discussed for these low level classifiers.
Classification performance was evaluated on MER mission images as well as
experimental data sets collected in a Mars-like environment. Although these sensing
modes can perform well for terrestrial applications, features on planetary surfaces do not
present sufficient variation for these classifiers to perform accurately.
Fusion methods were proposed to improve the performance of the low level
classifiers. Two techniques for merging the results of the low level classifiers were
presented that rely on Bayesian fusion and meta-classifier fusion. A data fusion approach
was presented to compare the classifier fusion results. It was shown that classifier fusion
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yielded terrain class assignments that were typically more accurate and descriptive than
those from low level classifiers. In addition, a method for successive frame fusion was
introduced. Successive frame fusion is a potential method to improve classifier decisions
when visual data of a single terrain patch is available from different angles or time
instants. This fusion method aims to increase classifiers robustness to physical changes in
the environment such as occlusions, shadowing and illumination changes. It was
observed that fusing information from different time instants improved classification
accuracy compared to the results obtained from static frames.
5.2 Suggested Future Work
Future work related to remote sensing could investigate alternative classifier architectures
(such as support vector machines) to yield better classification accuracies. Decreasing
computation time and required processing power by means of alternative algorithms is
also important.
Another promising avenue would be to associate local sensing with remote
sensing to relate terrain traversability properties to the distant terrain. As presented in the
motivations section, estimating mobility performance of a rover on a distant terrain is
crucial. Achieving this prediction through analyzing physical properties of near terrain is
an important step. This analysis could be done using visual and tactile sensing methods
such as wheel sinkage measurement (Brooks, 2004) and wheel vibration analysis (Brooks
and Iagnemma, 2005). This will enable improved prediction of the physical properties of
distant terrain, and lead to generation of safe, feasible and traversable routes.
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Appendix A: EM LEARNING
Expectation maximization is a standard approach for estimating parameters of mixture
models. It can be utilized to estimate the missing values in a data set as well as computing
the parameters underlying the distribution of the data (Bilmes 1998). In (Bishop, 1995),
expectation maximization is given as a solution to the maximum likelihood estimation
problem of mixture models. An error function is defined to be minimized which
corresponds to maximizing the logarithm of the likelihood, :
N N M
E =In IF = -LIn p(x") =-E InE aj p(x" I j) (A. 1)
n=1 n=1 j=1
Here the summation over index j is the mixture model as in Equation 1. Then, an iterative
procedure is introduced as:
E"new-- E"od= -in old (Xn (A.2)
Ol (x) J
Here, superscripts refer to parameter values before (old) and after (new) the iteration. It is
also possible to extend Equation A.2 as:
Sa new pnew (X I j) pold (jnE"nwI - E"ld = - n { pold(Xn) Pold(j } (A.3)
Using the Jensen inequality which is given as:
In(Zlixij 2 ln(xj); given A2 >OandZ2 j1 (A.4)
updates Equation A.3 as:
ew nPew(n j
E"new- E"ol < Pod - ' I 1a (A.5)
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Here the purpose is to minimize E"' with respect to new parameters; therefore one
should minimize the right hand side of Equation A.5. For the specific case of the
Gaussian mixture model the derivative of the right hand side becomes:
x"- pieJ
Q=-EZP"' '\x" ) Ina new -d n " ~ - const (A.6)
nin2(o 
" )2
Setting Equation A.6 to zero the update equations are identified as follows:
a ne =- Zpold ( IXn) (A.7)
Nn
p"ew =" (A.8)
Z poldjjXn
n
2 pold(j Xn) Xn new2
(Unew)2 d _ 1 I (A.9)
d p" old\ x" )
n
For high dimensional spaces and full covariance matrices Equation A.9 is generalized as:
Spold (j IX'n )(X" - fifew )(Xn _ nefivw)T
nw = n=1 (A.10)
ZP(i lx") (~
n=1
Implementation follows these three update equations.
Pseudo Code:
* Initialize parameters (described in Section 2.2.1)
o Choose equal values for the weighting coefficients of Gaussian modes.
(i.e. - for n number of Gaussians in the mixture model)
n
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o Precluster the data with K-means to identify the means of the Gaussians in
the mixture model (i.e. segment the data into n clusters for n number of
Gaussians in the mixture model)
o Assign the initial covariance of the Gaussians as identity matrices.
" Compute the initial model error (E"''I) based on initial parameter values.
o Apply Equation A. 1, where N is the number of pixels in the image and M
is the number of Gaussian modes in the model.
* Compute new parameter values.
o Apply Equations A.7,8,10
* Compute model error (E"').
o Apply Equation A. 1 with new parameters
* Iterate until the new error increment is less than I% of the old error (simply the
local minima) or 20 maximum iterations is achived.
E E"d <o0.01EOd (A.1)
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Appendix B: WAVELET TRANSFORM
This section presents a basic background for wavelet transforms and is intended to
develop practical intuition into the use of this tool. Wavelet transformation is a signal
analysis tool for aperiodic/nonstationary signals. The transformation is actually a
decomposition of signals into frequency components where the locations of the frequency
components are also preserved.
For example, the aperiodic continuous signal, shown in Figure B.1, when
analyzed through Fourier transform, would yield only the frequency components within
the signal. Another method called Gabor filters employs a windowed Fourier transform
where the transform is evaluated in separate windows to detect frequency components in
different locations. However a drawback of this approach is the lack of flexibility of the
window size.
Figure B.1: A non stationary signal with different effective windows
To resolve this constraint on signal analysis, wavelet transform utilizes a window
function, called a mother wavelet, that is defined by dilation (scaling) and location
(translation) parameters. The general form of a "mother wavelet" is
'Fj, = - I --- ; a:# 0, a,be R (B.1)
, aV a
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Here the function y is the wavelet kernel which can take various form such as
Mexican hat wavelet, Daubechies family wavelets etc. (Addison, 2002). Different
applications utilize various kernels and there is no central model for selecting a kernel for
specific applications. In this thesis for the texture feature extraction method the
Daubechies family of wavelets was analyzed and Dl (also known as Haar wavelet) was
selected.
The wavelet transformation is defined as:
W,[f] =b) f ( t ) ( -b)dt (B.2)Jaj a
It is a convolution of the window function with the signal. This convolution is repeated as
a function of location and dilation so that wavelet analysis is able to detect the locations
of different frequency components (see Figure B.2).
Mexican hat wavelet
Poor match, low
transformation coefficient
/ S.
--- ranslation factor
Goo 0 X Go
Good match, high
transformation coefficient
Figure B.2: An example of wavelet transform processing on a continuous signal
In practice, the transformation scans the continuous signal with the mother
wavelet with certain set of scaling parameters and represents the signal in a location vs.
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scale map, where the scale axis represents the frequency components and the location
axis represents the position of the corresponding component. The amplitude is a measure
representing how good the signal matches with the mother wavelet at that particular
location and scaling factor.
For image processing applications, this tool is utilized as a discrete transform of a
finite discrete signal, which is composed of the pixel values of a row/column of an image.
The transformation convolves the wavelet filter with the image pixel values. For
simplicity, the 2D transformation is applied in horizontal and vertical directions
separately using two ID transforms. For instance, the filter coefficients for the Haar
wavelet is [1 1] for the low-pass filter and [I -I] for the high-pass filter. When applied on
a row of pixel values such as [10 5 4 3 8 0 7 3], the first level of transformation is [7.5 3.5
4 5 2.5 0.5 4 2] where the first half of the row vector is the result of convolution with a
low-pass filter and the second half is computed through convolving with a high-pass
filter. The second level of transformation will be applied to the first half of the resulting
vector, since that section includes the lower frequency contents.
In short, texture analysis is a method to identify variations in intensity where large
variations result in highly textured surfaces while lower variation appears smoother. The
purpose of using Haar wavelets is to identify regions of high and low variation and
represent these regions through amplitudes of transformation coefficients.
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Appendix C: MER IMAGE SET
This appendix presents details on the MER image set used in algorithm validation for the
vision-based classifiers. In this section, instructions on how to gather new image data or
locate the original image data used in this thesis is presented. Details on PDS labels for
identifying images are included. Also, a description of how to construct stereo pair and
camera models and how to use JPL stereo software is included in this section.
Scientific and engineering data collected by Spirit and Opportunity, the Mars
Exploration Rovers, are publicly available from <http://anserverl.eprsl.wustl.edu/>. At
the moment, data collected during the first 630 sols are accessible through the web site.
The ninth data release - data from sols 631-720 - is planned for July 27, 2006. New data
releases generally occur every three months and 80 sols of data become available with
every new release.
The Mars Analyst's Notebook allows users to browse through sols and view
thumbnail images before downloading high resolution versions. The easiest way to search
for full size panoramic camera (PanCam) images is to select either of the rovers on the
main page and go to the "navigator" section. This section has a menu on the side bar that
stores data sorted by instrument, which gives quick access to all PanCam imagery.
An alternative method to find representative Mars scenes is to browse through
Crotty's (2006) web site where radiometrically corrected versions of the images are
presented. One can browse through these color Mars scenes to identify representative
images and then PDS labels can be used to find the original data with the Analyst's
Notebook.
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The PDS label is a unique labeling system for planetary data. For MER data, this
label consists of 27 digits. The following description of PDS labels for MER data is
adapted from NASAIJPL (July 10, 2006).
Digit #1: Denotes spacecraft id - see Table C-I
Table C-1: Spacecraft ID
Identifier Spacecraft
1 Opportunity
2 Spirit
Digit #2: Denoted camera id - see Table C-2.
Table C-2: Camera ID
Identifier Meaning
F Forward HAZCAM
R Rear HAZCAM
N NAVCAM
P PANCAM
M Microscopic Imager
E EDL-cam
Digits #3 to #11: Denotes the spacecraft clock. This is the number of seconds since
January 1, 2000 at 11:58:55.816 UTC.
Digits #12 to #14: Denotes the product type. Product types are differentiated as having
camera-induced distortion removed geometrically "linearized") or not removed
(nominal), and as being thumbnail-sized or not. Four special flag characters follow (see
Table C-3):
* Beginning with E - Type of EDR, which is raw with no camera model
linearization or radiometric correction. If not beginning with E, then it is a
Reduced Data Record (RDR).
* Ending with T - EDR or RDR that is thumbnail sized.
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" Ending with L - If not beginning with E, denotes an RDR that is linearized, except
for thumbnail sized RDRs.
* Ending N - If not beginning with E, denotes an RDR that is thumbnail-sized and
linearized.
Table C-3: Valid values for MER Camera instrument input
Identifier Data Product
EFF Full frame EDR
ESF Sub-frame EDR
EDN Down-sampled EDR
ETH Thumbnail EDR
ERS Row Summed EDR
ECS Column Summed EDR
ERP Reference Pixels EDR
EHG Histogram EDR
Digits #15 to #16: Denotes the site location count which indicates the rover's location
where the image was acquired. Valid values include: 00, 01, 02,...99, AO, Al... A9, AA,
AB, etc.
Digits #17 to #18: Denotes position-within-site count which indicates the rover's position
within a site. Valid values include: 00, 01, 02,...99, AO, Al,..., A9, AA, AB...etc.
Digits #19 to #23: Denotes a group of images that were obtained within a single
command sequence. Command sequence number consists of one letter and 4 numbers -
see Table C-4 and Table C-5
Table C-4: Valid values for character (position 1) in field
Identifier Command Sequence (Letter component)
C Cruise
D IDD & RAT
E Engineering
F Flight Software (Sequence rejected)
G Spare
K Spare
M Master (Surface only)
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N
P
R
S
T
W
x
Y
z
In-Situ instrument (APXS, MB, MI)
PMA & Remote Sensing Instrument
Rover Driving
Submaster
Test
Sequence triggered by a Comm. Window
Contingency
Spare
SCM Sequence
Valid values for integers (unless the character in position 1 is P): 0000 thru 4095
Table C-5: Valid values for integers (position 2 thru 5) if P in character position 1
Identifier Command Sequence (number component)
0000 through 0499 Misc. imaging setup/parm. Sequences
0500 through 0999 Unallocated, for possible future use
1000 through 1499 HAZCAM sequences
1500 through 1999 NAVCAM sequences
2000 through 2899 PANCAM sequences
2900 through 2999 MI sequences
3000 through 3999 Mini-TES sequences
4000 through 4095 Misc. PMA actuation sequences
Digit #24: Denotes camera eye - see Table C-6
Table C-6: Camera eye
Identifier Meaning
R Right
L Left
M Monoscoping (non-stereo)
N Not applicable
Digit #25: Denotes the camera filter - see Table C-7 and Table C-8.
Table C-7: Valid values for PANCAM
Left Camera
739nm (338nm bandpass)
753nm (20nm bandpass)
673nm (16nm bandpass)
601nm (17nm bandpass)
535nm (20nm bandpass)
482nm (30nm bandpass)
Right Camera
436nm (37nm Short-pass)
754nm (20nm bandpass)
803nm (20nm bandpass)
864nm (17nm bandpass)
904nm (26nm bandpass)
934nm (25nm bandpass)
Identifier
1
2
3
4
5
6
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7 432nm (32nm Short-pass) 1009nm (38nm Long-pass)
8 440nm (20) Solar ND 5.0 880nm (20) Solar ND 5.0
Table C-8: Valid values for Microscopic Imager "Filter" positions
Identifier Filter position
MI window cover closed
(500-700 nm response)
2 MI window cover open(400-700 nm response)
Digit #26: Denotes the product producer - see Table C-9.
Table C-9: Valid values for product producer
Identifier Producer
A Arizona State University
C Cornell University
F USGS at Flagstaff
J Johannes Gutenberg Univ. (Germany)
M MIPL (OPGS) at JPL
N NASA Ames Research (L. Edwards)
P Max Plank Institute (Germany)
S SOAS at JPL
U University of Arizona
V SSV Team (E. De Jong) at JPL
X Other
Digit #27: Denotes the product version number. Version identifier provides uniqueness
for book keeping. Valid values: 1, 2, 3, ... 9, A, B, ... Z
As an example: A photo with the file name "2P126471340EDN0000P2303L5M I"
would be from Spirit (2), taken by the left PANCAM through the 535nm (green) filter.
By matching the spacecraft times (in this case 126471340) with other pictures that have a
similar time, you can find sets that were taken at the same time of the day. Similar sets
can be used to build stereograms and color composites. This picture was downsampled
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(EDN) at site 0 (00) and position 0 (00) (On the lander in this case!). It was taken with
command sequence P2303 for MIPL (OPGS) at JPL and is version 1.
Table C-10 gives PDS labels of the MER image collection used in this thesis
along with the purpose of the image.
Table C-10: PDS labels of the image set used in this thesis
Referred image #
1
2
3
4
5
8
11
14
15
17
18
21
23
24
25
26
27
30
31
32
34
35
36
38
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
PDS label
2P133201599EFF2224P2573L3C1
2P133215675EFF2232P2571L3C1
2P133474961EFF2232P2587L3MI1
2P134351518RAD2500P2536L2CI1
2P131863377EFF1200P2454L4CI1
2P134260970EFF2400P2534L2CI1
2P137021717EFF40DOP2412L2C 1
2P134970336EFF2700P2760L2CI
2P134970703EFF2700P2760L2C1
IP159876032EFF40ELP2598L2C1
2P157970579EFFA269P2592L2CI1
2P127604277EFF0309P2543L2CI1
2P131152910EFF1124P2579L2C1
2P131954806EFF1300P2532L2C1
2P1 30014432EFF0514P2533L4C 1
2P134632976EFF2700P2540L2CI1
2P135241228EFF2702P2544L2CI1
2P152107503EFF8987P2542L2C1
2P1 56723977EFFA201P2571 L2C1
2P156812738EFFA201P2572L2C1
2P1 56817229EFFA201 P2575L2CI1
2P1 57703334EFFA269P2590L2C 1
2P1 57703673EFFA269P259 1 L2C 1
2P1 58503999EFFA2AFP253 1 L2C I
2P165606114EFFA928P2537L2C1
2P129914742EFF0506P2398L2CI1
2P129915002EFF0506P2398L2C1
2P 1 30265292EFF0700P2543L2C I
2P133106987EFF2200P2567L2CI1
2P1 33215948EFF2232P2571 L2C 1
2P1 34984977EFF2700P2761 L2MI
2P140389803EFF6800P2591L2C1
2P1 73773703ESFACAQP2536L2C1
2P167114339EFFA9F4P241 IL2C1
2P168264740EFFA914P2564L2C 1
Purpose
Test
Test
Test
Test
Training texture
Test
Test
Test
Test
Training range
Training range
Training color
Training texture
Training color
Training texture/color
Training texture
Training texture
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
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53
54
55
56
57
58
61
63
64
68
69
71
72.
74
75
77
2P1 71816160EFFAAJCP2569L2C 1
2P168447258EFFAA04P257OL2C1
2P171463735EFFAAJCP2558L2CI1
2P168886713ESFAAACP2576L2CI1
2P172349635EFFABAKP2577L2CI
2P167116059EFFA9F4P2412L2C 1
2P1 72615014EFFABEJP2578L2C
2P166847115EFFA9DWP255OL2CI1
2P1 69242473EFFAAB2P259 1 L2C 1
2P169243516EFFAAB2P2592L2CI1
2P135679621ESF3000P2548L2CI1
2P1 31242200EFF1 145P2589L2C1
2P1 58414638ESFA2AFP2599L2C 1
2P1 58503999EFFA2AFP253 lL2C 1
2P1 33020015ESF2100P2564L2C1
2P1 57263098ESFA225P258 1 L2C 1
2P1 57349336ESFA225P2584L2C 1
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Training fusion
Test
Training range/fusion
Test
Training fusion
Stereo Processing of MER imagery
Stereo libraries developed for the MER mission was made available to MIT/FSRL
by the NASA/JPL due to collaboration through the Mars Technology Program. Libraries
were delivered as an executable package that required stereo pair images, corresponding
camera models and computation specific parameters. The package then produced output
files such as a binary file for coordinates of the point cloud, "result.ran," rectified
versions of the stereo pair images, "l-rect.pic," and "r-rect.pic," and an image of the
elevation map, "elev.ppm." A sample prompt line command is "./jpl-stereo -pyrlevel 1 -
hwindowsize 19 -vwindowsize 19 -maxdisp 508 im89_L7.png im89_R.png
im89_l.cahvor im89_r.cahvor"
-pyrlevel: Refers to the down-sampling level. For a 1024 by 1024 image, -
pyrlevel I results in a 512 by 512 image for all output files. The zero level is not
applicable for the MER image set and level one was maintained for all images to keep
image sizes consistent. The trade off is losing resolution for more stereo coverage.
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-Xwindowsize: Refers to horizontal and vertical window size in which the feature
matching will take place. This setting should be an odd integer and define a square
window. This setting directly affects the density of the computed stereo points. Normally,
one should try values in the range [11 21] and choose the value that results in maximum
coverage. Different images would require different values for the best stereo result.
-maxdisp: Refers to maximum disparity. Unless a minimum border is defined
separately with -mindip, the disparity range is assumed to be [0 maxdisp#]. The valid
disparity range is defined to be in the range of [0 254], but user should scale this range
with the pyrlevel# setting as:
max disp#< 254 x 2 pyleel# (C. I)
Since pyrlevel 1 is used as default in this work, maxdisp# 504 is also used as default
parameter value for all images.
Image pair: Next to the arguments are the file names of the stereo image pairs,
left image and right image respectively. Images should be grayscale and in png format as
stored in the PDS system.
For the stereo computation, L2 - R2 or L7 - RI pairs are utilized since these pairs
have optical filters close to each other. However, for generating rectified images for L4,
L5, and L6 filters, the accompanying right eye filter is irrelevant, since image
rectification is calculated through the camera model only and no matching between left
and right images are done.
Camera model: The last two arguments are the corresponding camera models of
the stereo pair images, left and right camera model respectively. JPL stereo libraries
employ a "cahvor" camera model which is an abbreviation for six camera parameters:
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center, axis, horizontal, vertical, optical, and radial that defines the camera to rover
transformation of the coordinate system.
A cahvor camera model file is a text file that includes these six parameters along
with five other parameters that are computed from cahvor vectors. Cahvor vectors are to
be found in the PDS label of every image. This label can be accessed by clicking to the
PDS tab in the "Product View Window" in Mars Analyst's Notebook. A PDS label
consists of constants and parameter values for that specific product. In this work, a PDS
label is only used to identify the camera parameters. The camera model parameters are
given in the PDS label as:
/* CAMERAMODEL DATA ELEMENTS */
GROUP = GEOMETRICCAMERAMODEL
CALIBRATIONSOURCE_ID = "178"
AMODELDESC = "GEOMETRICCM.TXT"
MODELTYPE = CAHVOR
MODELCOMPONENTID = ("C", "A", "H", "V", "0", "R")
MODELCOMPONENTNAME = (CENTER, AXIS, HORIZONTAL,
VERTICAL, OPTICAL, RADIAL)
MODELCOMPONENT_1 = (0.321503, -0.0442795, -1.23716)
MODELCOMPONENT_2 = (0.0232831, -0.964824, 0.261863)
MODELCOMPONENT_3 = (3567.51, -422.512, 104.283)
MODELCOMPONENT_4 = (23.4174, 451.151, 3563.0)
MODELCOMPONENT_5 = (0.0247597, -0.96764, 0.251121)
MODELCOMPONENT_6 = (0.022997, 0.024872, -0.407146)
FILTERNAME = PANCAML3_673NM
REFERENCECOORDSYSTEMINDEX = (22, 24, 24, 65, 44)
REFERENCECOORDSYSTEMNAME = ROVERFRAME
ENDGROUP = GEOMETRICCAMERAMODEL
A required section is the six model components which are given as 3-dimensional
vectors. They represent the locations or directions of the components in the rover frame.
These values are plugged into the following equations:
H, = 1A x Hil (C.2)
HC =(A, H) (C.3)
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0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
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Here, dimensions are the horizontal and vertical pixel counts of the original image. C, A,
H, V, 0, and R vectors are copied from the PDS label. S is a null vector of size 9 by 36. It
is followed by horizontal and vertical components of the center and scale parameters
along with the theta angle which are computed through Equations C.2-6. The last
parameter is Sinternal which is a 5 by 5 null vector.
When the software is executed with these arguments, a process message is also
printed on the screen during computation. This message also warns the user if a fault is
detected with any of the arguments (i.e. if they are out of valid range or files cannot be
read due to formatting error etc.). a final message includes the size of the range image (it
will be down-sampled based on pyrlevel#) and what percent of the image has good range
data. In this work, 35% is set to be a minimum limit for an image to be included in the
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collection. This value is also used to set Xwindowsize to the optimum value as explained
above.
One of the outputs of the executable is the binary file that contains 3D coordinates
of the pixel. The format of the file is designed to imitate the image where every pixel
location contains three floating point numbers assigned x, y, and z coordinates. These
values are used for range-based feature extraction as explained in Section 2.5.1.
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Appendix D: TORTOISE EXPERIMENTAL ROVER
This appendix presents the details on TORTOISE (all-Terrain Outdoor Rover Test-bed
for Integrated Sensing Experiments), the four wheeled test-bed rover of the FSRL.
TORTOISE was designed to conduct wheel-terrain interaction experiments in outdoor
settings during the 2002-2003 academic year. Later in the Spring'05, the wheel
transmissions were updated with a 2:1 gear ratio instead of 1:1. Finally during Fall'05,
sensory devices required for remote sensing experiments were added.
TORTOISE Main Design
This section is directly adapted from Appendix-D of Brooks (2004). Any changes that are
made to the base system after Summer'04 are be noted.
The FSRL Technology Test-bed Rover (a.k.a. TORTOISE, for all-Terrain
Outdoor Rover Test-bed for Integrated Sensing Experiments, see Figure D.1) is one of
the test platforms available in the Field and Space Robotics Laboratory. It was
specifically designed to study terrain interaction and sensing issues affecting planetary
rovers.
Figure D.1: Technology Test-bed Rover as of Summer'04
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TORTOISE is a four-wheeled rover with an actively reconfigurable suspension. It
is 80 cm long in its longest configuration, is 50 cm wide at its widest point, and has a
mass of 12.2 kg. The angles between the two legs on each side can be controlled
independently. The two shoulders are connected to the main body with a differential so
that one can rotate while the other remains stationary. The main body maintains an angle
midway between the two sides. For example, if the right pair of legs rotates 200 with
respect to the left pair, the main body will rotate 100. The direction of the rover is
controlled using skid steering. Rover dimensions are summarized in Table D-1.
Table D-1: FSRL Technology Test-bed Rover dimensions
Dimensions
Length 80 cm.
Width 50 cm.
Mass 12.2 kg.
Wheel diameter 20 cm.
Wheel width 5.1 cm.
Grouser length 1 cm.
The four wheels are made of rigid aluminum tubing. Each wheel is 20 cm in
diameter and 5.1 cm wide, with 20 stainless steel grousers extending 1.0 cm from the
surface of the wheel. The wheels are powered by 12-watt DC brush-type motors with
246:1 planetary gearboxes. The shoulder joints are powered by 10.5-watt DC brush-type
motors, with 134:1 planetary gearboxes and a 20:1 worm/worm-gear pair. The motion of
all six motors is sensed using magnetic encoders. Motor and transmission details are
presented in Table D-2.
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Table D-2: FSRL Technology Test-bed Rover motors and transmissions
Motors and Transmissions
Wheel Motor 12 Watt DC brush type Faulhaber 2342SO12CR
Wheel Transmition 492:1 total
2:1 bevel gear Custom made
Shoulder Motor 10.5 Watt DC brush type Faulhaber 2842SO12C
Shoulder Transmission 268:1 total Faulhaber 38/1 134:1
20:1 worm gear Custom made
The front right wheel of the rover (on the left in Figure D. 1) is equipped with
several sensors to study the terrain it is traversing. A 5.6 N-im torque sensor measures the
torque the motor is applying to the wheel (see Figure D.2). A contact microphone is
mounted to the leg of the rover near the front right wheel (see Figure D.3) for vibration
sensing. Additionally, a color CCD camera with a 3.5mm-8.Omm variable focal lens is
mounted to the rover body where it can maintain a view of the inside of the front right
wheel.
Figure D.2: Torque sensor mounted on TORTOISE
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Figure D.3: Vibration sensor mounted on TORTOISE
The rover is also outfitted with sensors to fully estimate its configuration. A two-
axis tilt sensor measures the pitch and roll of the rover body. The angles of the two
shoulder joints are measured with potentiometers, as is the angle between the right
shoulder and the body. Model numbers for all sensors are shown in Table D-3.
Motor rotatio
Torque
Vibration
Vision
Configuratior
Table D-3: FSRL Technology Test-bed Rover sensors
Sensors
Magnetic encoder Faulh
5.6 Nm. Torque sensor
Contact microphone Si
1/3" CCD camera Ge
3.5 mm. - 8.00 mm. Lens Edmu
2 axis Tilt sensor Cr
Potentiometers Visha
aber HEM2342S16
Futek 5160
gnal Flex SF-20
nwac GW-202B
id Optics NT55-255
)ssbow CXTA02
i/Spectrol 65700103
All control and data sampling is done off-board. Motor power is sent to the rover
via a tether and sensory signals are returned the same way. Motor control is done using
an off-board PC104 computer. Sampling of wheel torque and rover configuration is done
by the same PC104 system. Image capture from the CCD camera and vibration signal
recording is done off-board on a tethered laptop computer. See Figure D.4 for a
schematic of the rover communications.
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Figure D.4: Rover communications schematic
The PC104 system is a Diamond Systems Prometheus LC, a ZFx86 processor
equivalent to a 486-100MHz. Analog signals, including signals from the tilt sensor, the
torque sensor, and the potentiometers, are sensed using an analog input card. Encoder
signals are received by a quadrature decoder card. Control signals for the motors are sent
as voltage outputs from an analog output card. These voltage signals are then translated
into current signals by a custom power amplifier board, based on the National
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Semiconductor LMD18245 full-bridge motor driver. The current signals are sent to the
motors via the tether.
The PC104 system is running Linux with an RTLinux microkernel, for real-time
control and data sampling. The control and sampling software was developed specifically
for this rover. User interaction with the PC104 system is done via a serial console
connection to the laptop computer.
The laptop computer, a PC running Windows XP, interacts with the PC104
system, the CCD camera, and the vibration sensor. It connects to the PC104 system using
a null modem serial cable. It connects to the CCD camera with a USB video capture box.
The connection to the vibration sensor is via a standard audio cable which plugs into the
laptop's microphone port. Model information for the input/output boards is shown in
Table D-4.
Table D-4: FSRL Technology Testbed Rover I/O boards
I/O Boards
PC 104 Analog Input, Digital 1/0 Diamond MM-AT
PC 104 Quadrature Decoder Microcomputer Systems MSI-P400
PC 104 Analog Output Ruby MM-4XT
USB Video Capture ProVideo PV321CE
The entire system is run using battery power, so it can be taken to remote
locations where electrical outlets are unavailable. Conveniently accessible locations
include terrains such as gravel, concrete, grass, sand, and a mixture of sand, silt and clay.
Expansions for Remote Sensing
Remote sensing experiments required a forward looking stereo pair imager to be
integrated to TORTOISE. A 50 cm long mast is mounted to the top cover and a Videre
design stereo pair set was positioned on the mast, see Figure D.5.
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Figure D.5: TOROTISE stereo pair
The Stereo pair installed on TORTOISE is a Videre Design STH-Dl-10204-W
which is a version of DCAM series. Other details are shown in Table D-5.
Table D-5: Remote sensing system properties
Stereo Pair Parameters
Mast height 63 cm. Fixed
Stereo baseline 19 cm. Variable
Lens 12x0.5 mm miniature Changeable
Focal length 3.6 mm. Fixed
Sensor Sony HAD " CCD
Resolution 640x480 Single frame
320x240 15 Fr/sec
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